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Production Sound Engineering, Hansen Theatre 
See McCarthy, Bob. Sound Systems: Design and Optimization. 2016. Third Edition.  

Part III: Optimization. New York: Focal Press. 

(Page numbers below refer to the second edition) 

 

I. Prior to Shop Build 

A. Obtain the Sound Designer’s preliminary Shop Order and preliminary Sound Budget 

Request. Check inventory for all consumables (including wireless microphone supplies) 

required for the show.  Any necessary supplies must be ordered through the Theatre 

Sound Supervisor well in advanced of the Shop Build.  

B. (As early in the semester in which the show is produced as possible) Make an 

appointment with the Theatre Sound Supervisor to test and verify each permanently 

configured amplifier and loudspeaker to be used in the production. 

 

II. Shop Build 

The Production Sound Engineer works with the Theatre Sound Manager (Graduate 

Assistant) to test and examine all equipment used in the production. Under no circumstances, 

should the Designer/Production Sound Engineer undertake the examination of this 

equipment at the load in, orchestra rehearsal, or wireless microphone tech. 

A. Test each speaker cable for shorts, opens, or polarity reversals. 

B. Create labels that will last the run of the show for every temporary cable pulled from 

stock or rented, identifying the name of the jack into which the cable is plugged on each 

end (see equipment or manual for specific verbiage). 

C. Test and label all wireless microphones, speakers, and headsets. 

D. Set each loudspeaker in a free field environment (for example Hansen or Mallett stage) 

on rehearsal blocks, approximately 1.5m from nearest floor surface (consider edge of 

stage). 

E. Take a SMAART trace of the frequency response using dual FFT analysis and store 

under show name on SMAART.  Label the rear of each speaker and it’s trace according 

to it’s assigned name or purpose. 

F. Repeat for each speaker pulled from Sound Storage or borrowed. 
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G. Create and compile MediaMatrix show file according to specifications and drawings 

provided by the Sound Designer. 

H. Create and load a show file for each mixer. 

 

III. The Sound Load-In 

A. Preparation 

1. Make sure to have printed, readable documentation for all paperwork for the 

production available at the Sound Load In and Calibration. 

2. Make sure that labeling is consistent across all paperwork; for example, each 

loudspeaker should have a unique name that is the same on the Block diagram, 

Devices Plot, and Calibration Plan. 

3. Make sure that the crew has been trained on operating the sound system and working 

in the SVC rooms and Amp rooms before the Sound Load-In. 

4. Prepare a Calibration Plan and present at the THTR 597 Calibration Presentation. 

This plan should include a timeline of how you plan to spend your time on the 

various tasks described in the guidelines. 

B. Install the system as detailed in the Designer’s drawings. 

1. Be sure to keep a record of everything connected in “as-built” drawings (this can be 

handwritten on the submitted drawings), especially anything that is not connected as 

shown in the drawings. 

2. Rough aim loudspeakers using protractor, inclinometer, and laser pointers. 

3. Patch inputs, outputs, patch panel, etc. 

4. Manage the sound crew so that everyone is always occupied with a task-either on the 

current one or preparing for the next one (this applies to all sessions described in this 

document). 

C. Verify manufacturer’s recommended crossover settings in any signal processors for any 

loudspeakers that require crossovers. 

IV. Examination: at the Sound Load-In 

A. Does every device function properly? 

1. Does every microphone/cable, snake channel, installed line, patch work? 

2. Does every wireless microphone channel work?  
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3. Does every channel of the sound playback system work?  

4. Does every mixer channel work?  

5. Does every signal processing channel work?  

6. Does every amplifier channel work? 

7. Does every loudspeaker work?  

8. Does each loudspeaker of the same make and model number sound roughly the same 

when you listen to them in their free field? 

9. Does every com headset, handset, belt pack, cable work? 

10. Does every wireless headset work? 

11. Does the program feed to dressing rooms, lobby, green room, booth, Front of House 

(FOH) etc. work? 

12. Does the Stage Manager’s god mic and Back of House (BOH) paging system work? 

13. Are there any strange hums, buzzes, distortions in any channel of the system? 

 

V. Verification: At the Sound Load-In 

NOTE: Calibrate the measurement microphones, and Smaart to a known standard, i.e., the 

Simpson SPL meter. Make sure to save all trace images to appropriate folders. Use a couple 

of mics to minimize the number of mic movements required, and tape mic stands in place for 

each system so that the measurement positions cannot be moved until the calibration process 

is complete for each system. 

 

A. Maximum input/output capability:  

1. Set gain structure of each channel of the system. 

2. Turn amplifiers all the way down. 

3. If analog playback is used, play a 0dBfs 1kHz reference tone out of the playback 

system through each channel, and calibrate the preamps with the input and master 

faders at 0dB so that the output just clips the mixer outputs (use oscilloscope, single-

channel FFT or piezoelectric tweeter). 

4. If no analog playback is used, insert a 1kHz test tone into a mixer channel, and 

calibrate the input channel preamp in the same way as step 3. 
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5. With one channel of test tone driving the mixer to 0dBfs, calibrate the inputs and 

outputs of each channel of the signal processors to just below distortion. (Make sure 

manufacturer’s signal processing is engaged in each channel where appropriate). 

NOTE: Production Sound Engineers, Designers, & Mixers should only use equalization cuts in 

live sound mixing to ensure they do not overload downstream equipment.  Make sure your team 

knows and understands this. 

 

B. (As Required) Latency and Polarity  

1. Use the Cricket Polarity Tester to verify that there are no polarity differences in any 

loudspeaker used in the system.  If there is a polarity difference, contact the Theatre 

Sound Assistant to troubleshoot. 

2. Drive the input to the mixer with pink noise and measure the latency difference 

between the input and output using Smaart’s transfer function.   

3. Note latency of the signal chain.  See the Theatre Sound Supervisor for the standard 

latency measurement. 

 

C. (As Required) Frequency Response  

1. Drive mixer from Smaart with pink noise; Use single FFT to measure the output of 

each mixer; verify flat frequency response. 

2. Drive signal processor from Smaart with pink noise; Use single FFT to verify 

expected response of signal processor (i.e., with loudspeaker manufacturer’s 

processing included). 

 

D. Loudspeaker Focus and Level Set 

NOTE: Make sure to save all trace images to appropriate folders. Use a couple of mics to 

minimize the number of mic movements required, and use spike marks for mic stand 

placements so that microphone measurement positions can be replicated. Make sure to 

record seat number for all microphone measurement positions on the calibration plot, and 

label every stored trace using the plot reference and the seat number, e.g., ONAX FF2, Seat 

A4. Use your ears in combination with your eye: do the measurements you are making 

conform to what you are hearing? If not, make sure to take the time to figure out why not! 
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1. For a Straight Play: 

a) Mains Level Set 

NOTE: In a straight play in which the actors are NOT reinforced, you want to make 

sure that the loudspeaker system level falls of in the same way that the actors’ voices 

fall off, typically according to inverse square law loss over a great part of the house. 

To accomplish this, you typically locate loudspeakers in the set, i.e., in the same 

space from which the unamplified voices originate. This will keep the vocal/music 

balance the same for every seat in the house. This also helps localize the sound to the 

dramatic space! 

(1) Focus USL towards the center rear of the house FAR USL/USR (i.e., the mix 

position). 

(2) Drive mixer from Smaart with pink noise, and set gain to nominal level (e.g., 

-18dBfs on the input and outputs of Yamaha DM2000 mixer). Increase 

amplifier gain until you attain the target level (typically 75dB SPL, C-

Weighted, which will allow a maximum 93dB SPL, C-Weighted) at the 

closest seat to the loudspeaker. This seat becomes the NEAR USL level; store 

that trace. 

(3) Lower trace 6dB. 

(4) Move mic from NEAR USL to the FAR USL/USR position. 

(5) Verify that the FAR USL/USR level is less than 6dB difference compared to 

the NEAR USL; store a trace from FAR USL and compare to the NEAR USL 

trace for frequency anomalies. 

(6) Walk the room and verify that the -6dB coverage angle points appear to fall 

outside the seating area that the loudspeaker covers. 

(7) Repeat for the USR loudspeaker, and, if applicable, the USC loudspeaker; 

(8) Compare NEAR and FAR traces for USR and USL and ensure they are 

approximately the same (assuming they are the same make and model 

number). 

b) Subs 

NOTE:  For a straight play, you should seriously consider locating a subwoofer 

onstage with the main loudspeakers to minimize time arrival differences with the 
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main loudspeakers. Should you use one subwoofer or two? Here are some 

advantages and disadvantages of each 

(1) Using only a center channel sub (in a musical, there will be no need for 

subwoofer information in the vocal channel anyway). Pros: separate L/R sub 

for each channel of a stereo music mix arguably creates better localization 

throughout the frequency range of the music. Cons:  low frequencies panned 

center sum to create a “power alley” running right up the center of the house; 

(2)  Using only a center subwoofer channel. Pros: reasonable coverage out of 

what is designed as a mono array, and you can create directionality using two 

subs arrayed in a cardioid configuration; Cons: crossover issues related to 

distance from music left and right mains in a musical, inverse square law loss 

imbalance in seats if subs are not located near mains; 

(a) Measure subwoofer output for each associated loudspeaker on axis and in 

the direct field in the center of the listening environment;  

(b) Adjust signal delay of sub for 0° phase shift at the spectral crossover 

(typically 80 Hz) between sub and the full range cabinet(s); 

c) Surround System  

(1) Rough focus each surround loudspeaker to ensure that the -6dB point at the 

bottom of the loudspeaker lies just beyond the closest seat to the loudspeaker, 

i.e., so the closest seat still receives full coverage. 

(2) Make a CPV measurement in the center of the listening area directly under 

ONAX OH1; Set the level for the ONAX OH1 equal to the CPV 

measurement. Make a single FFT measurement of the frequency response of 

ONAX OH1 and record that trace. 

(3) Repeat a) for ONAX OH2, ONAX OH3, and ONAX OH4. 

NOTE: The overheads will guide and steer the entire surround sound system; 

once we have calibrated the overheads, we will begin calibrating the perimeter 

loudspeakers to the overheads: 

(4) Move the measurement microphone towards SurL1 until the live 

measurement matches the -6dB trace recorded in step b. This is XOVR 
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SL5/OH1; Turn off OH1 and turn on SL1; increase its level until it matches 

the stored trace. 

(5) Repeat for each remaining perimeter surround loudspeaker, each time moving 

the microphone towards the closest seat to each surround loudspeaker (not 

including the gallery seats), and the matching the -6dB level to the closest 

Overhead loudspeaker. 

 

2. For a Musical 

NOTE:  The objective of the musical sound system is to provide the same level and 

spectral response at every seat in the house. This means that both the vocal system 

and the music system must provide the same level and spectral balance at every seat, 

in order to keep the vocal/music balance the same at every seat in the house. Since 

the CPV in the Hansen Theatre has already been mechanically aligned and 

calibrated, you may want to skip this step and simply verify the – 6dB points by 

listening to the system (unless you have brought in special speaker systems for the 

musical). If you do bring in a CPV, follow these instructions:  

(1) Vocal System Center Position Vertical (CPV, Vocal System) (Review 

McCarthy, pp 493 – 507) 

(a) Rough focus the CPV so that the -6dB point emanating from the bottom 

of the loudspeaker/cluster occurs at XOVR FF2/CPV and XOVR 

FF3/CPV; 

(b) Drive the mixer from Smaart with pink noise, and set its gain to nominal 

level (e.g., -18dBfs on the input and outputs of the Yamaha DM2000 

mixer). Increase amplifier gain until you attain the target level (typically 

80dB SPL C-Weighted or higher for a musical) at the seat in the house 

that measures the highest SPL (usually somewhere on-axis in the center of 

the house; you might want to use a portable SPL meter to determine the 

loudest position). This becomes the ONAX CPV and target level. 

(c) Store the trace and then lower the trace 6dB. 

(d) Verify that the response from the farthest seat in-house (OFFAX CPV, 

typically the mix position) is no more than 3dB down; confirm the 
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similarity of the frequency response between ONAX CPV and OFFAX 

CPV at this position. 

(e) Move a mic to XOVR FF3/CPV and record a trace; fine focus CPV and 

confirm that the trace matches the ONAX CPV Trace lowered 6dB. 
 

(2) Music System Left and Right 

(a) Repeat step b) (1) above for both Music System Left (SPV L) and Music 

System Right (SPV R) if necessary. 

(3) Front Fills (Vocal System, typically for a musical only) 

NOTE: Focus the first front fill (FF3) so that its -6dB (XOVR FF2/3) point lies at the 

center of the house relative to ONAX FF3. Placement of the remaining front fills will 

depend on the spacing required by the crossover points,, e.g., XOVR FF1/3; but you 

should always try to place the side front fills so that the crossover point falls in the 

aisles. 

(a) Set FF3 speaker levels at XOVR FF3/CPV to generally match Center 

Position Vertical -6dB trace; 

(b) Measure ONAX FF3 to verify that the level is no more than 6dB higher 

than at XOVR FF3/CPV; store trace; 

(c) Lower Trace 6dB; 

(d) Move mic from ONAX FF3 towards FF2 until FF3’s level falls 6dB and 

matches the lowered trace (this is XOVR FF2/3); 

(e) Raise the level of FF2 until it matches that of the lowered trace at XOVR 

FF2/3; 

(f) Verify that the level at ONAX FF2 is not more than 6dB higher than at 

XOVR FF2/3; 

(g) Repeat steps (b)-(f) for FF1, using FF2 as the reference; 

(h) Repeat (b)-(f) for FF4, using FF3 as the reference; 

 

3. Foldback Monitors 

a) Rough focus FB1 SR so that its – 6dB point emanating from the bottom of the 

loudspeaker (OFFAX FB1 SR) lies just beyond the area where coverage is 
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needed for offstage actors; typically this should still allow the loudspeaker to be 

directly aimed at the center of the stage. 

b) Place microphone at ONAX FB1 SL/SR; set FB1 SR level to 6dB lower than that 

obtained in the Music System calibration. 

c) Repeat steps a and b for FB1 SR, FB2 SL and FB2 SR (i.e., all side stage 

foldback monitors). 

d) Turn on FB1 SR and FB1 SL and measure the level from a point equidistant from 

the two loudspeakers. It should match the level of the Music Calibration system; 

4. Surround System  

a) Rough focus each surround loudspeaker to ensure that the -6dB point at the 

bottom of the loudspeaker lies just beyond the closest seat to the loudspeaker, i.e., 

so the closest seat still receives full coverage. 

b) Make a CPV measurement in the center of the listening area directly under 

ONAX OH1; Set the level for the ONAX OH1 equal to the CPV measurement. 

Make a single FFT measurement of the frequency response of ONAX OH1 and 

record that trace. 

c) Repeat a) for ONAX OH2, ONAX OH3, and ONAX OH4. 

NOTE: The overheads will guide and steer the entire surround sound system; 

once we have calibrated the overheads, we will begin calibrating the perimeter 

loudspeakers to the overheads: 

d) Move the measurement microphone towards SurL1 until the live measurement 

matches the -6dB trace recorded in step b. This is XOVR SL5/OH1; Turn off 

OH1 and turn on SL1; increase its level until it matches the stored trace. 

e) Repeat for each remaining perimeter surround loudspeaker, each time moving the 

microphone towards the closest seat to each surround loudspeaker (not including 

the gallery seats), and the matching the -6dB level to the closest Overhead 

loudspeaker. 

f)  
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VI. Calibration 

A. Signal Alignement 

1. Front fills (musical only) 

a) Place the measurement mic at XOVR FF2/CPV. 

b) Measure the signal delay from CPV. 

c) Set the delay time for XOVR FF2/CPV to match the signal delay from CPV 

d) Repeat for XOVR FF3/CPV, XOVR FF1/CPV, and XOVR FF4/CPV. 

e) Reinforcement approach (optional) 

NOTE:  For a relatively low volume reinforcement in which you are attempting to 

make the sound appear to come from the actor’s mouths (in a loud rock musical, 

the sound will never appear to come out of the actor’s mouths). 

(1) Place a source loudspeaker center stage about half-way between the plaster 

line and the furthest upstage area in which actors will vocalize. 

(2) Measure the delay time from the closest seat in the house to the source 

loudspeaker. 

(3) Subtract the source loudspeaker delay time from the CPV delay time. 

(4) If the CPV delay time is less than the source loudspeaker delay time, increase 

the CPV and the front fills delay times by the amount required to match the 

source loudspeaker delay, and then add an extra 5 milliseconds to allow 

precedence to fully develop. If all goes well, this should make the direct 

sound from the actor’s mouths always arrive at the listener ahead of the 

reinforced sound. 

2. Surround system 

a) Measure the signal delay from CPV to ONAX SUR L1.  

b) Measure the signal delay from SUR L1 to ONAX SUR L1. 

c) Subtract the SUR L1 delay time from the CPV delay time and add this amount to 

the signal delay for SUR L1; this will make the signal arrive from both CPV and 

SUR L1 arrive at the same time. 
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d) Add 5msec to the signal delay from SUR L1 to allow precedence to fully 

develop. 

e) Repeat the entire process for every other discrete channel of surround sound. 

NOTE: Alternatively, we could signal align the surround system to CPV; however, 

experience has shown that this creates localization issues at the perimeter surround 

loudspeakers (i.e., the audience hears localizes to the nearby speaker); generally, it is 

better to have less surround and no localization issues in a seat than lots of surround 

and localization issues.  

B. Equalization 

NOTE:  Approach with extreme caution; if you use more than 6dB of cut, you are 

probably trying to equalize a problem that should be corrected elsewhere in your system. 

Avoid using gain, as peaks (requiring cuts) are more noticeable to listeners, and adding 

gain requires considerably more power from the amplifiers, that does not show up on 

your mixing console meters. All eq should be broad (e.g., a Q less than 2) to take into 

consideration that human hearing does not distinguish well with less than 1/6 octave 

bandwidth, and many feel 1/3 octave as a maximum. Always equalize on-axis, and not in 

crossover areas that exhibit comb filtering. 

1. Drive mixer from Smaart with pink noise. 

2. Place mic at EQ1 position and record trace. 

3. Repeat step 2 for EQ2-5. 

4. Normalize gains of all 6 equalizer traces to be roughly the same; however, remember 

that if more than 3dB of normalization is required, there is probably something else 

wrong with the system, and you should discover that and correct it before attempting 

any EQ. 

5. Carefully examine response curves to find trends that apply to every curve, and, if 

necessary, provide corrective equalization. 


